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ABSTRACT 
This study examines imposing and testing re\trictions on preference variables in the Rot- 
lerdarn  model  through  the impacts  of  these  variables on  marginal utilities.  An  empirical 
analysis of  the impact of a female lahol- force participation variablc in a Rottel-darn  clernand 
system for fresh  fruit illustrates the methodology. This variable was modeled through  its 
impact on ~narginal  utilities via "adju.sted" priccs, following theoretical work by  Basmann 
ancl  Barten, alllong others. Results show that the female labor participation has negatively 
impacted the detnands  for citrus, while positively  impacting the demands for other fresh 
fruit. 
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Empirical studies of demand have found prcf- 
erence  variables,  along  with  prices  and  in- 
come,  to  be  important  determinants  of  de- 
mand. Preferences have been  conditioned  on 
various demographic variables, past consump- 
tion,  advertising, ar~cl  household composition 
variables  (e.g..  Barten  1964b: Phlips; Deaton 
and  Muellbauer:  Theil  1980a:  Hanemann 
1982.  1984; Selvanathan; Pollak and Wales). 
Based on the consumer's budget constraint. 
the  effects  of  preference  variables,  income, 
and prices obey adding-up restrictions. Theory 
indicates that the effects of prices further obey 
homogeneity. symmetry and negativity restric- 
tions. These conditions are referred to as Ken- 
em1 drn~~zrzd  rrstrictiorzs (Phlips). 
Additional  restrictions,  referred  to as spcJ- 
cific  t-estr-icriorls  iri this paper,' have also been 
Mark  G. Brown  and Jonq-Yinp Lee  arc resc:lrch  ecvn- 
o~nists  with  the  Economic and  Market  Rescarch  Dc- 
partment, Florida Department of Citrus, University of 
Florida, Gainesville. 
I Phlips refers to  these restrictions :I>  pal-ticular rc- 
strictions; Deaton ancl  Muellbaucr refer  tci there as re- 
strictions on pl-rfcrrncca. 
placed on denland functions. Exa~nplcs  of spe- 
cific restrictions are those nn price effects re- 
sulting  from  separability  (e.g.,  Deaton  and 
Muellbauer; Theil  l976), and those on pref- 
erence variables suggested by Theil in the con- 
text of advertising (1980a). 
In  this  paper specific  restrictions 011  pref- 
erence  variable  effects are considered  in  the 
context  of  the differential demand system or 
Rotterdam  model  (Theil  197  1,  1975.  1976, 
1980a,b).  Rotterdam  model  coefficients  for 
preference variables ie.g., 'Theil  1980a: Duffy 
1987) are related  back to the utility  filnctiorl 
to  analyze  restrictions  on  these coefticient~.~ 
An approach to testing specific restrictions on 
preference variables is  proposed, and the el- 
fects of  a demographic variable, the female la- 
bor force participation rate, on the demand for 
fresh fruit is studied to illustratc thc approach. 
Preference  variable  effects  are  specified 
'  Our npproaclr is sirr~ilar  to that for analyzing puce 
separability in the  Rotterdam  model; Slutsky  coeffi- 
cients can be  traced back to the  utility function allow- 
ing \eparnbility restrictions on thesc coefficients to he 
straightforwardly i~nposcd. 18  Jol~rnul  cf A~YI'(.L~I~LI~LII  and Applied Ec  onornic.c, April 2002 
through  a  fundamental  relationship  between 
price effects and preference variable effects on 
marginal utilities (Ichimura; Tintner; Bas- 
mann; Bat-ten, 1977). This relationship is sin- 
gular and a specification to deal  with this sit- 
uation  is  suggested.  A  feature of  restricting 
preference  variable  effects  through  this  rela- 
tionship is that the adding-up condition of de- 
mand is maintained. in contrast to  some spec- 
ifications  where  restrictions  may  be 
inconsistent with adding up (Bewley). 
Theoretical Model 
EJfccts  rf  Irzconie, Pri~.e.s  crnd  Prqfel-c~r~cr 
V~iric~bles 
Our specification of how preference variables 
impact  demand  is  based  on  Barten's  (1977) 
f~tndaniental  matrix equation of consumer de- 
mand and follows the approach used  in  mod- 
eling  advertising  effects  in  the  Rotterdam 
model by  Theil (1980a); Duffy (1987,  1989), 
and Brown and Lee (1997) among others. Ear- 
ly  theoretical  work  ]-elated to  this  approach 
was done by  Basmann, Tintner, and Ichimura. 
Consider the traditional consumer problern 
of  choosing that  bundle  of  goods that  maxi- 
mizes  utility,  subject to  a  budget  constraint. 
Along  with  quantities  of  the goods in  ques- 
tions,  one preference  variable  is  included  in 
the utility  function. The results for this  vari- 
able generali~e  straightforwardly to other pref- 
erence  variables.  Formally,  the consutiier 
problem can be written  as maxirnizntion of  LI 
= u(q, z) subject to p'q = x. whet-e u is utility; 
p' = (pi,  . . . , p,)  and q' = (q,,  . . . , q,,) are 
price and quantity vectors with p, and q,  being 
the price and quantity of  good i, respectively; 
x is total expenditures or income; and z is the 
preference  variable (in  general,  L  could be a 
vector of variables). The first-order conditions 
for this problem are iJu/i)q = Ap  and p'q = x, 
where  A  is  the  Lagrange  multiplier  which  is 
equal  to  ~ILI/~x  or the  rnarginal  utility  of  in- 
come. The  solution  to  the  first-order  condi- 
tions is the set of demand equations q = q(p, 
x,  7) and the Lagrange multiplier equation  A 
= A(p.  x.  z). The Rotterdam  model is an ap- 
proximation  of this set of  demand equations. 
and the demand model developed in this paper 
is a variant of this approximation. Analysis by 
Barnett, Byron and  Mountain  shows the Rot- 
terdam  n-iodel  is cornparable to other pop~~lar 
flexible functional  demand specifications like 
the Almost Ideal Demand System (Deaton and 
Muellbauer). 
A  fundamental relationship exists between 
the effects on demand of our preference vari- 
able, prices.  and  income. We  review  this re- 
lationship here as the results are required  for 
our  particular  model  specification.  Consider 
the total  differential  of  the  first-order condi- 
tions  of  the  utility  n~axinlization problem. 
which can be written as 
(la)  Udq - pdh = hdp - Vd/ 
( I b)  p'dq - dx -  q'dp, 
where U  = li)'~ldq,  dqi] and V  = [i)'~/i~q,  ik]. 
U  is  the  Hessian  matrix,  and  V  is  a  matrix 
indicating  how  preference  variable  z  effects 
the  marginal  utilities.  Results  (la) and  (Ib) 
form  a  systern  of  equations  known  as  the 
,frrnt/r~tnentcll  rncltriri ceqrrrltiorz  c!f  corzsurrzer clr- 
rnancl  tlzeory (Barten  1977). 
Our particular  specification of the Rotter- 
dam model can be directly derived from fun- 
damental matrix equation (I ). Key steps in this 
derivation  are  shown  below.  First,  multiply 
(la) by U-'  and rearrange to obtain 
Result (2) provides a preview of a basic rel:~- 
tionship between  the effects of prices and the 
preference variable. This result can be viewed 
as a  partial  demand systern  with  the  second 
term  on  the  right-hand  side showing  the  ef- 
fects of prices and the preference ~~nriable,  giv- 
en income compensations lo hold both real in- 
come and the marginal  utility  of  income (A) 
constant. The term  AU  I,  known  as the sys- 
tem's  specific price  effect  (e.g., Theil  19751, 
is common to both  price and preference vari- 
able  effects.  We  will  focus  closely  on  this 
commonality in developirlg our rnodel. 
To obtain a total relationship demand, solve 
(1) and (2) for dA. substitute this solution into 
(2) and rearrange to find the effects of  prices, Bt.on,n LZIZLI  Lrr:  Ke.str-ic,tion.s  on the Eifiir.t.s of  Pref2rc'nc.e I/trrirrh/r.~  I9 
income,  and  the  preference  variable  on  de- 
mand-dq/dpl,  i~q/ilx  and  r?q/dzf.' We  express 
these  results  below  a\  Hicksian  or  inconic- 
compensated demand equations, that is, 
(3)  dq = ilq/dx(dx - q'dp) + S(dp - Vdzfh), 
where rlqldx  = U-'p/plU-lp. i)X/i~x  =  I/p'U 
p, and S = XU  '  - (ily/iJx) (dq/dx)'(A/dh/dx)). 
The term  (dx - q'dp) is  real  income, com- 
pensated  price  effects  are  indicated  by  S 
(know as  the price  .s~tbstit~~tion  m~~tt-ix).  and 
uncompensated  price effects, dqldp',  are S - 
(i)q/ax)qf. The effects of  the  preference vari- 
able, i~qli)~',  are -SV/X.  For early formulation 
of i)cl/d~',  see Basmann, Tintner and Ichimura: 
for reviews see Phlips and Barten (1977). 
The Rotterdam model 14 colnpencated demand 
(3)  expres4ed in  log  change\..'  Following Bar- 
ten  (1964) and Theil  (1975.  1976, 1980a,b), 
the  ith  demand  equation  tor  the  Rotterdam 
model can be written as 
where w, = p,q,/x  is the budget share Sor good 
i; 8, = p,(dq,/dx) is the rnarginal propensity to 
consume; d(log Q) = X  w, d(log q,)  is the Div- 
'To zolvc for dA. ~iiilltiply  (2) by  p', si~hstiti~te  the 
right  hand  side  of  (Ib) for p'dq into this  result,  and 
rearrange  trrrns, that  is. p' dcl  = dh p' U-I  p 7  A  p' 
U  (dp - Vdzlh) or dh = [(dx - cl'dp) - A  p' U 
(dp - Vdz/X)l/p' U  ' p. Substituting this solution into 
(2)  I-esults in dq - U'  p[[(dx -  q'dp) - h p' U  ' (dp 
- Vdz/h)l/p'  U  '  pl  + h U '  (dp - Vdxlh), or after 
~-earl-ange~nent  (3). 
'  The Rotterdam model can be found hy multiply- 
ing both sides of equation (?) by  fi  (the synbol ^  over 
;I  vector indicates a diagonal matrix: diagonal clenierits 
equal  thc  elements of  the  vector  in  question:  of1 di- 
agonal  elements eq~~al  lero) and  llx, pre-multiply  dq 
by  the identity  rnatrix  in  the form ol'  q 4  I.  post-rnul- 
tiply  q' and S  by (i  i7-I  and post-multiply  V  by  ? i ', 
that is. (pql~)q-'dq  = I;  il~lli~x  (dxlx -  (q'@/x)@  Idp) i 
(fi  Sp/xi  (p Idp - (p IVilA) (2 Id.)).  This result  is 
exp~csxdin  terms of  log changes using  the relation- 
ship da/a = d  log (a)  for any variahlc a. 
isia  volume  indexs; T,,  = (p, pl/x) s,, is  the 
Slutsky coefficient, with s,,  = (dq,ldp, + q, dq,/ 
dx) being the (i.j)th  element of the substitution 
rnatrix S: and p, = w,(dlog q,/ilz) is the per- 
erence variable coefficient. 
The  general  restrictions  on  demand  are 
(e.g.. Theil  1980a,b) 
(Sa)  adding up:  x8,=1;  Cn,,=0; 
2  p, = 0; 
(5b)  homogeneity:  i-,,  = 0; 
I 
(5c)  sym~netry:  i-,) -  TI,. 
Coefficients 8,  and T,,  are usually treated 21s 
constants in  estimating the Rotterdam modcl. 
The coefficient P, can also be treated as a con- 
stant. but for placing restrictions on preference 
variable effects we consicler an alternative pa- 
raineterization. 
Result (Sa) shows that adding-lip imposes one 
restriction on the effects of preference variable 
z.  In  this  section, additional potential  restric- 
tions  on  the effects of  z  al-e considered.  We 
use  the effects of  the  preference vari:ihle  on 
marginal utilities as a source of restrictions. 
Fro171 (3) we found that the effects of pref- 
erence variable z on de~nand  in terms of levels 
can be written as dqldz = -(Ilk)  SV. In trans- 
forming  result  (3) to  obtain  the  Rotterdam 
  nod el,  we now  find  that  P, can also be  ex- 
pressed  as 
where y,  = i9log(iJuldq,)li~log  L, that  is, y,  is 
the elasticity of the mal-ginal utility of good h 
with  respect  to  preference variahle  7.  Result 
(ha)  is  the  Tintner-Basmann  relationship  in 
Thc Divisiu volume index  is a close approxinla- 
lion of d(log x)-Zw, d(log p,) in (4).  as shown by Theil. 
197  1:  d(log Q) is  used  instead  of tl(log  x)-xw, d(log 
pl)  in (4) to  ensusc atitling-up. terms of  the  Rotterdam parameterization (see 
Selvanathan or Brown  and  Lee  1997 for dis- 
cussion of this relationship with I-espect  to ad- 
vertising effects). 
Our analysis of restrictions  on the effects 
of  z  will  be  made through  the coefficients y. 
as opposed to the coefficients P. As shown by 
(6a),  coeflicicnt y,,  is directly rclated to utility. 
in contrast to coefficient pi where the effects 
of  the y,'s  and Slutsky coefficients  are com- 
bined. 
In term of matrices. (6a) can he written as 
mine  if  restrictions  on y  are  statistically ap- 
propriate. Alternatively, restrictions (5)  can he 
directly imposed on (4)  and the right-hand side 
of  (7b) can be i~seci  to express P  in  terms  of 
y,  such that 
(8)  w,d(log  y,) 
= B,d(log Q) 
C  +  ~,~lJ(logp,)-d(loe~,,) 
1~~1  11  1 
-  y;'cl( lop z)]. 
wherep = [Pil,n  =  I  n,,,],and  y = [y,,]. 
From  (5). a  is  singular  so equation  (6b) 
cannot  be  solved  for y.However, using  re- 
strictions  (5)  we  can  obtain a  solution. Note 
that we  only  need to  know the  first n-l rows 
of p ancl T.  since the nth row of these matrices 
can  be  determined  by  adding-up  condition 
(5a). Also, only the first n-1 columns of n are 
needed,  since  the  nth  column  can  be  deter- 
mined  from  holnopeneity  condition  (Sb). 
Hence  deleting the  nth  rows  from  P  and  n, 
and the nth  column fri-ortr n, we can write 
t7a)  p* = [n:k  1 -  Tr  .I:  LJ[yS:,  y,,  1'  or 
(7b)  p::: =  na!;lY:;:  - LY  ,,  1  and 
where pLi: =  (PI , ...  , P,,.I)'; 7~'~:  = Ix,,l, i.  j 
=  1, . . . , n-I; y'" = (y,, . . . , y  ,,-,  ); and  L  is 
the  unit  vector.  The  term  (y:':  - ~y,,)  shows 
how the first n-  1  elasticities of marginal utility 
with  respect to z differ from the elasticity for 
good n. 
In  general, n:E  is nonsingular so that we can 
solve (7b) for (y2': - ~y,,),  that is, 
where y;'  = y: - y,,.  In contrast to trcating the 
P,'s as constant, as suggested  above for model 
(4), the yy's  are treated  as constants in  model 
(8). The Pi's play the role of reduced form co- 
efficients while the y;"~  play  the role of  struc- 
tural coefficients. 
In demand equation (8) a change in  z can 
be  viewed  as  resulting  in  "adjusted"  price 
changes.' An adjusted price change for a prod- 
uct is the product's actual price change minus 
the change in  the prodi~ct's  marginal utility as 
a result of the change in variable z; an increase 
in  z  may  increase a product'> marginal utility 
which in turn would decrease its adjusted price 
;111d vice versa. In equation (8) the term  in the 
bracket following the Slutsky coefficient is the 
relative adjusted price change for good j-the 
jrh  product's  actual pricc change. less the im- 
pact  of  preference  variable  z  011  the jth  prod- 
uct's  marginal  utility  relative to the nth prod- 
uct's  price  change,  less  the  impact  of 
preference variable z on the nth product's mar- 
ginal utility (these changes are in percentages 
with the Rotterdam    nod el specified in log dif- 
ference~).~  Accordingly, equation (8) cxprcss- 
es demand as a function of both relative price 
changes  (d(log p,) - d(log  p,,)) and  relative 
marginal utility elasticity changes due to z(yyd 
(log z)). 
Given estimates of  the Rotterdam  model (4), 
one could  estimate  equation  (7d) and  deter-  '  Similar  adjusted  or co~~cctecl  prices  have  hcen 
suggcstrd  by  Barten  (1961) in  context  of household 
--  composition effects on demand and by Fisher and Shell 
That is, there is no unique solution tbr y  in equa-  in context of product cluality effects 
tion (hb), since for any assumed solution y,.  the vectot-  "quation  (8) can  he  written  as  w, d(log cl,)  = 
y,, = y, + CL,,  is also a solution, whel-e c is some \cal;~r-  H,d(log Q)  t  Zin,,d!log p[':).  i  =  1.  . . .. n- I. whrl-e pp 
ancl  L,,  is  a conformahlc unit vector, 5ince TIL,,  = 0.  is the relative adiusted price (p,/~yi)/(p,,//.Y"). The above adjusted price interpretatio~l  also 
has an estimation implication. Restrictions im- 
posed  on the structural coefficients (yy's) may 
yield  more  precise  Slutsky  coefficient  esti- 
mates,  which  may  bc  importar~t  when  price 
variation is limited, as variation in both prices 
and z contribute to the estimation of  these co- 
efficients (Theil 1980a). 
Notice that restrictions  on y are consistent 
with the adding-up condition. Pre-multiplying 
equation (6b) by  a  I  X  n unit vector  L,:  yields 
L,:P = -L,:T y - 0 for any restl-ictions y  since 
1,:'~  = 0 by  adding-up condition (Sa). In con- 
trast, some restrictions  on p  may  not  be con- 
sistent with adding up (Rewley). For example, 
in  an advertising study where z  is advertising 
on  Good  I, we could not have an own-advel-- 
tising effect on Good  1  if there were no cross 
advertising effects on the other goods, that is, 
p, could not be free and P, = O for i  = 2, . . . , 
n. as this restriction would imply P, = O based 
on  (Sa); on  the other hand.  y, could be  free 
and y, = O for i  = 2. . . . , n. 
Several studies have imposed, but not test- 
ed, restrictions  on  the y's.  A  cornlnon restric- 
tion  imposed  in  specifying inipacts of  advet-- 
tising on demand has been that advertising for 
:I  good affects only that good's marginal utility 
(e.g.. Theil  1980a;  Duffy  1987,  1989;  and 
Brown  and  Lee  1997). For example, when  z 
is advertising for Good  1, advertising only af- 
fects the marginal  utility  of  Good  1  (y,  unre- 
stricted: y, = 0 for j  = 2, . . . , 11) so that 
That is.  advertising  on Good  I  only  changes 
the adjusted price for Good  I. Specification of 
y;  above shows that essentially the same result 
can  be  motivated  by  making  a  weaker  as- 
sumption which allows z to affect the marginal 
utilities of  other products.  Assunie that an in- 
crease in Product 1's acivertihing has a generic 
effect on the  marginal utilities of other goods 
(yi = y,,. j  = 2.  . . . , n) and a specific effect, 
as well as the generic effect. on its own mar- 
ginal utility  (y, + ?,,).  These assumptions re- 
sult in  the following restrictions 
Regardless of  the motivation, such restrictions 
may not hold empirically while less restrictive 
ones may. 
Another  example  of restrictions  on  y  are 
those suggested by  Selvanathan in  a study of 
advertising effects. In this study the direct util- 
ity function was assumed to be block indepen- 
dent with  respect to both  quantities  and  ad- 
vertising. For example, suppose there are two 
groups,  A  and  B,  with  Goods  1. . . . , m  in 
Group A and Goods ni+ I, . . . , n in  Group 
B, and let z  be advertisitig on Good  I in Group 
A. Under block independence, the utility func- 
tion can be written as 11 = u,(q,,  7.)  + LI,~(~,,), 
where u,  and u,, and q,  and q,  are subgroup 
utility functions and quantity vectors.  respec- 
tively. In this case, y;  -  y, for j  E  A and y, = 
y;  = O for j  E  B. Like the case of generic and 
specific  advertising  cfkcts in equation  (9b). 
note  that block  independence need  not be  as- 
sumed  to  obtain  these  restrictions.  Assume 
that Good  I  advertising has generic effects on 
goods in Group B (y, = y,, for  j  E  B), resulting 
in  y;'  = y,, - y,,  = 0 for j  E  R; and  assume 
that Good  1 advertising has specific effects on 
goods in  G~OLIPS  A (y, for j  E  A). resulting  in 
y;  = y, -  y,, for j E  A. That is, these assump- 
tions result in  essentially the same restrictions 
as block independence. 
Brown  and  Lee  (1  997) used  generic  and 
specific  restrictions in  a  Rotterdam  nloclel  to 
account for generic and  brand advertising ef' 
fects. Generic advertising for a group of goods 
affected the adjusted prices of those goods in 
the group while brand  advertising for a good 
affected the adjusted price of  that good only. 
In summary, a number of  studies have im- 
posed  restrictions  on  preference  variables  in 
the  Rottel-darn model through y  instead of. P. 
This approach allows the restrictions to be di- 
rectly  related to utility  and preserves the add- 
ing-up condition, which may be helpful  in  ra- 
tionalizing  the  specification.  In  previous 
studies, restrictions on y  have been implicitly 
considered as part  of  the maintained  hypoth- 
esis. However, the  foregoing  results  suggest 22  Jo~~txal  of  Agric.trlrurcz1 and Applied Econotnrcs, April 2002 
that  before  accepting  these  restrictions  they 
might  be  examined  against  an  unrestricted 
specification.  Resrricrjons or1  y  can  bc  tested 
straightforwardly with  usual  statistical  meth- 
ods as illustrated in  the next section. 
Empirical Model and Data 
Our empirical  study focuses on how  a demo- 
graphic variable-the  fe~nale  labor force par- 
ticipation  rate or, for short, female labor par- 
ticipation  (FLP)-impacts  the  demand  for 
fresh  fruit.y Following  the  above  theoretical 
model.  FLP is considered as  an  argument in 
the consumer utility function and resulting de- 
mand  equations. Knowledge of  how  changes 
in  this variable impacts demand can be helpful 
in  understanding  market  behavior  and  in  de- 
veloping marketing strategies. 
Demand  lnvdels  (4) and  (8) were applied 
to annual  data on per-capita  fresh  table  fruit 
consumption ar~d  retail  prices, reported in the 
Fruit clrzd  Tree  Mtts, Situct  f iolz  clr~d  O~rtlook 
Yetrrhook,  Octo1~1-  1999,  published  by  the 
United  States  Departrnetlt  of  Agriculture 
(USUA). The period fri-oln 1980 through  1998 
was studied; prices for the period before  1980 
were  not  reported. Retail  price data for table 
fruit  were  only  reported  for  oranges,  gt-ape- 
fruit, apples, pears, hananas, and grapes."' Re- 
ported  retail  orange prices were for the t~avel 
and  Valencia varieties: these two price  series 
werc used to construct a weighted average re- 
tail  orange  price  with  the  weights  based  on 
fresh  utilization  levels  for navels and  Valen- 
cias I-eported by the Florida  Agricultural  St:i- 
tistics Service in various issues of Citrlts Sum- 
nlilry.  Apple  and  pear  prices  were  highly 
correlated  and these  two  types  of  fruit were 
combined into one group. The number of fresh 
fruit categories studied was then tive-orang- 
"Thompson, Conklin and  Ilono found that a sin- 
ilar demographic variable, the percentage of ever-mar- 
ricd  wornell  in  the  labor force with children  18  years 
01-  younger  significantly  affected  fresh  fruit  tie~nand. 
Their  dernopraphic  variable,  as well  as ours. can  be 
interpreted as a measure of the opportunity cost of time 
or preference for convenience in  food consu~nption. 
'" Price data for lemon\, not con\idered a table fruit 
in  this st~~dy,  were also reported. 
es,  grapefruit.  applesipears,  bananas, and 
grapes. Mean budget shares for these catego- 
ries were .I8 for oranges.  .07 for grapefruit. 
.35 for appleslpears, .22 for bananas, and  .I8 
for grapes. 
Data on the  FLP  were  obtained from  the 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis- 
tics.  FLP has  increased  from 51.5 percent  in 
1980  to  59.8  percent  in  1998.  However, 
changes in  FLP vary  over time, and  this  var- 
iable does not follow a simple time trend. 
Application 
The group  of  five  fresh  fruit  categories dis- 
cussed  above  was  treated  as  separable from 
other goods. Hence. the system is conditional 
on expenditure allocated to the fresh fruit stud- 
icd.  Based on  the theory  of  rational  random 
behavior, the conditional  real  income variable 
(Divisia volume  index)  was  treated  as  inde- 
pendent of the error term for each fresh fruit 
demand  equation  (Theil  1975.  1976,  1980b; 
Brown, Behr  and  Lee). The  infinitely  small 
changes implied by  Model (3)  wcrc measured 
by  discrete  changes  as  suggested  by  Theil 
( 1975). The model was estimated by  the max- 
imum likelihood method ohtailled by  iterating 
the seemingly unrelated regression n~ethod.  As 
the data add  ~rp  by  constr-uction, the error co- 
variance matrix was singular and an at-bitrar-y 
equation was excluded (Rarten. 1969): the pa- 
rameters for the excluded equation can be ob- 
tained using conditions (5)  or by  re-estimating 
the  modcl  omitting  a different  equ:ltion.  We 
treat  Model  (4) or  (X),  with  general  demand 
restrictions (5) imposed, as our maintained hy- 
potllesis (Keuzcnkamp and Barten). 
Estimates of (4) are shown  in  Table  I. All 
(conditional) marginal-propensity-to-consulne 
estimates wet-e positive, with  three being sta- 
tistically different from zero to the extent that 
they are twice or greater than their asymptotic 
standard  error  estimate.;.  The  estimates  for 
grapefruit  and bananas were insignificant. All 
(conditional)  estimated  own-Slutsky  coefti- 
cients  were  negative  and  signiticant  as  cx- 
pected  based  on demand  theory.  The cross- 
Slutsky  coefficient  estimates  were  either 
positive and significant, indicating substitution Table 1.  Maximum  1,ikelihood  Estimates of Unrestricted Model  (a), U.S.  Demand for Fresh 
Fruits, 1980 through  1998 
Slutsky Coefficient 
Grape-  Apples1  E(i)-E(5) 
Fresh Fruit  MPC (b) Oranges  fruit  Pears  Rnn;~nas  Grapes  FLP  (c) 
Oranges  0.31  7  -0.065  -0.004  0.036  -0.006  0.039  -0.602  -  16.602 
(0.065)  (0.01  2)  (0.007)  (0.0  15)  (0.009)  (0.01  2)  (0.280)  (8.559) 
Crapcfruit  0.037  -0.004  -0.067  0.023  0.037  0.010  -0.095  -6.776 
(0.037)  (0.007)  (0.01  3)  (0.0 15)  (0.01  2)  0.0  I)  (0.147)  (1 2.5 18) 
ApplesIPears  0.429  0.036  0.023  -0.086  0.038  -0.01  1  -0.379  -  14.179 
(0.084)  (0.015)  (0.015)  (0.038)  (0.020)  (0.027)  (0.353)  (15.386) 
Bananas  0.029  -0.006  0.037  0.038  -0.096  0.027  0.461  -2.332 
(0.047)  (0.009)  (0.0 13)  (0.020)  (0.021  )  (0.01  7)  (0.194)  ( 10.308) 
Grapes  0.188  0.039  0.010  -0.01  1  0.027  -0.064  0.615 
(0.07  1)  (0.012)  (0.01  3)  (0.027)  (0.017)  (0.028)  (0.308) 
-- 
System R-square (d)  0.850 
Log of  Likelihood Function  246.30  1 
- 
Notr: Asymptotic  standal-d crnm in  parcnlheszs. 
(a)  Model (4)  or  (8). 
(b) Marginal propensity to consume. 
(c)  Elasticity of m;irgin;ll utility of  fruit with rcspect to F1.P  rninus elasticity ot  marginal  utility of grapes with respect 
to FLP. as defined in  equation  (8). 
(dl Bewley (p.  42). 
relationships, or not stalistically different from 
zero. 
Estimates of reduced  form coefficients  P* 
in  Table  1  also show that FLP  positively  af- 
fected  the  demands  for bananas  and  grapes, 
while  negatively  affecting  the  demands  for 
other fresh  fruit. Exclusion  of  the  FLP  from 
the rnodel is rejected at the 10-percent level of 
significance based  on  the likelihood ratio test 
between  the  unrestricted  model  including the 
FLP  (Table  1) versus the restricted model ex- 
cluding the FLP."  The estimates for bananas, 
grapes, and oranges were twice or greater than 
their asymptotic standard error estimates while 
those for grapefruit and apples/pears were not. 
Estimates of structural coefficicnts y;.  shown 
in  the table, further indicate how  FLP  affects 
the marginal utilities of the different fruit. The 
last  column  of  the  table  shows  estimates of 
I' Under the null hypothesis of the restricted model. 
twice the difference between the maximurn logarithmic 
likelihood  value of the unrestricted model and that val- 
ue for the restricted model is asymptotically distributed 
as a chi-square statistic with the number of degrees of 
freedom being equal to the number of restrictions. four 
in thc prescnt  case. 
(7d), obtained  directly  through  estimation of 
(8), with the nth or base elasticity of marginal 
utility with respect to FLP being Tor  the grape 
category (the estimate in  the table for a given 
fresh fruit is that fresh fruit's elasticity of mar- 
ginal  utility  with  respect  to FLP minus fresh 
grapes'  elasticity  of  marginal  utility  with  re- 
spect  to  FLP). These estimate~  suggest  that 
elasticity  of  marginal  utility  with  respect  to 
FLP for  oranges  was  significantly  less  than 
that elasticity for grapes (the asynlptotic t-sta- 
tistic  was -  1.93), while those  for grapefruit, 
appleslpears and  bananas  were not  (thcir as- 
ymptotic  t-statistics were  less than  1  in  ahsn- 
lute value); for a given  percentage  change in 
FLP. the percentage change in grapes' margin- 
al  utility  was  larger than  the  percentage 
change in the orange marginal  utility, but not 
significalltly  different  than  the  percentage 
changes in the grapefruit, applelpear or banana 
marginal utilities. 
Based on  the above observation, the elas- 
ticities of  marginal utility with respect to FL2P 
for grapefruit, appleslpears, bananas,  and 
grapes were  assumed  to be the  same (struc- 
tural coefficients yp  or elasticity differences, as Table  2.  Maxirnum  Likelihood  Estimates  of  Restricted Model  (a), U.S.  Demand for Fresh 
Fruits, 1980 through  1998 
Slutsky Coefficient 
MPC 
Frcsh Fruit  (b 
Oranges  0.3  14 
(0.063) 
Grapeli-11  i t  0.028 
(0.030) 
ApplesIPears  0.360 
(0.077  ) 
Ban  an as  0.089 
(0.037) 
GI-apes  0.208 
(0.067) 
Apples1 
Pears  Bananas 
S>  \tern  R-square (ti) 
Log of  Likelihood Function 
Likelihood Ratio Tcst  (r) 
Degree\ of Freedom (f) 
P-V;ilue  (g) 
Grapes 
0 01  1 










FLP  (c) 
- 
-0.537  -8.355 









Nore: Asymptotic standard errors in  parentheses. 
(:I)  Rectrictions on rnodcl  (8). 
(h) M;rrginal propensity  to consumc. 
(c)  Elasticity  of marginal  utility  of fruit with respect  to FLP minus el;~sticity  of ~~la~~ginal  utility  of grapes with respec1 
to FLF? as defined  in  equation (8). 
(d) Bewlcy (p. 47). 
(c) Twice  the difference betwoen  the  \,slue of the log of  the likelihood  function for the unrestricted rnodcl  (Table I  ) 
and that value for the restricted model  (Tahle 2). 
(I)  Number of pnrn~ncter-3  in  tlic unrehtrictrd  tnoclel minus the number of par;lrneters in the  restricted  model. 
(a)  P~.oh;~hility  of c~htaininz  likelihood ratio values thal ex~zed  the likelihood ]ratio test value chown in the (able (r~ght- 
hand tail of  the chi-square distl-ibution with three degrees of  freedom). 
defined in Table  I. for grapefruit, appleslpears, 
and bananas were set to zero) while the elas- 
ticity  difference  for oranges was free. Based 
on  the likelihood ratio test (Table 21,  this set 
of  three restrictions  was accepted with a chi- 
square  p-value  of  .17. (Thus one  p~-efcrence 
variable coefficient  y';  (i =  1  for oranges) is 
included in the model, in contrast to including 
say just  PI which would be  inconsistent  with 
adding up.) 
Estimates of Model (8) under the above re- 
strictions  are  shown  in  Table  2.  Generally. 
many of  the coefficients estiniates in Tables 2 
are similar to  the corresponding  estimates in 
Table 1, as expected given the likelihoocl ratio 
restricted  model. With FLP only affecting the 
adjusted  relative price for oranges, a smaller 
difference  (y';)  explains  the  irrlpact  of  FLP 
through the Slutsky coefficients (-.rr,,y;  d(log 
z); the second to  the last column of Tahle 2 
shows estin1:ites  of the F1.P  reduced form co- 
efficierits (ai = -~,~y'j). 
Demand  elasticities  estimated  at  sample 
mean  budget  shares"  are  shown  in  Table  3. 
The price elasticities are uncompensated. Elas- 
ticity  formulas are provided  in  Duffy  (1987), 
and Brown and Lee, 1993, among others. The 
(conditional)  expenditure  elasticities  ranged 
L'rvm  .40 for bananas to 1.75 for oranges. The 
test result. I'he restricted  rnodel suggcsts that 
The Rotterdam  cocffic~ent  for general  expl>i~la-  the  difference  in  the elasticities of  marginal  tory variablc y  is w,(,Jlog q,/iilog y):  hence. the elastic- 
utility  with  respect  to  FLP  for  Oranges  and  it,.  forr~1~11as  are basecl  on  divisio~,  OS the Rotterdam 
grapes is not as great as indicated  by  the un-  coei'ficients  by  the budget share Bro1v17  LIII~  LCY:  R~,.s!~.i~.tioti~  oti  TI!('  Efie(.l.s  ~f'Pr(,f>wn(.e  V(~riuh/e.s  25 
Table  3.  Conditional, Uncompensated  Elasticity  Estimates  at  Sample Means for Restricted 
Model (8) 
Price 
Fi-esl)  Fruit  Income  Oranges  Grapefruit  Pears 
--  --  Bananas  Grapes  -  FLP 
Orange\  1.752  -0.673  -0.140  -0.482  -0.36h  -0.091  -2.998 
(0.350)  (0.0(16)  (0.0381  (0.160)  (0.093)  (0.097)  ( 1.35  1 ) 
Grapefruit  0.424  -0.141  -1.1  13  0.201  0.639  -  0.009  -0.543 
(0.449)  (0.090)  (0.162)  (0.289)  (0.2  13,)  (0.2 12)  ((1.697) 
.L\pplcslPears  1.03 1  -0.1 18  -0.002  -0.524  -0.174  -0.21 3  0.558 
(0.22 1 )  (0.044)  (0.040)  (0.116)  (0.077)  (0.087)  (0.372) 
Bananas  0.101  -0.052  0. I9  I  0.053  -0.5.35  0.048  0. 165 
(0.31 1 )  (0.041)  (0.054)  (0.132)  10.1 17)  (0.094)  (0.339) 
Grapes  1.144  0.0 19  -0.05  1  -~-0.448  -0.107  -0.558  1 .87 1 
--  (0.366)  (0.073)  (0.071  )  (0.2  10)  0  3  I )  (0.  174)  (0.93 l  ) 
-. 
Note: A\ymptotic  hran~lal-d  CTI-OI.~  in parentheses. 
(conditional) own-price elasticities ranged 
1‘1- on^ around -  .5 for appleslpeat-s, bananas anci 
grapes  to  --.67  for  oranges  and  -  I.  I  1  for 
grapefruit.  The  cross-price  elasticities  wer-e 
mixed in sign. ranging from  .38  to .64, with 
11 out of  20 of the extimates  being insignifi- 
cant. The elasticities of  dernand with  respect 
to F1.P  were negative 1'0s  oranges and grapr- 
fr~~it,  and positive fc~r  the other frnit. although 
only  the  elasticities  EOI-  oranges  and  grapes 
were significantly different that1 Lero. This re- 
sult  suggests that  ferr~alcs  in  the  labor force 
hove  a  preference  for  applcs/pears,  bananas. 
and ,orapes over oranges and. possibly. grape- 
fruit, perhaps due to the reli~tive  inconvenience 
of peeling anti sectioning citrus for consunip- 
tion. :IS  sugpehted by Thompson, Conklin and 
Dono who found si~~~ilar  results. The estimates 
of the in~pact  of FLP on the demand for grape- 
fruit  in  Tables  1,  2  and 3, are negative, sup- 
actual  price  changes  tninus  pi-eference-vat-i- 
able-induced changes in marginal utilities. Re- 
strictiuns on prefer-ence variables were consid- 
ered  through  adjusted  prices  by  irnposing 
restrictions on the marginal  utility  elasticitiex 
with respect to the preference variables. 
A  study of the irripacl of  the female labor- 
force  k~articipation rate  on  the  denlands for 
various  fresh  fruit  indicates  that. of  the  fruit 
studied the FLP only significantly affected the 
tliarginal utility for oranges and thix effect was 
negative. To  the extent the FLP reflects  pref- 
erences for convenience in  consumption. this 
result suggests that some consumers may view 
oranges as a  I-elatively inconvenient  fruit. I-e- 
cluiring  more time and  ei'fc~rt in  peelinglsec- 
tioning for consumption. 
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